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ABSTRACT

The small subunit ribosomal RNA gene (16S rRNA)
has been successfully used to catalogue and study
the diversity of prokaryotic species and communi-
ties but it offers limited resolution at the species
and finer levels, and cannot represent the whole-
genome diversity and fluidity. To overcome these lim-
itations, we introduced the Microbial Genomes At-
las (MiGA), a webserver that allows the classification
of an unknown query genomic sequence, complete
or partial, against all taxonomically classified taxa
with available genome sequences, as well as com-
parisons to other related genomes including unculti-
vated ones, based on the genome-aggregate Average
Nucleotide and Amino Acid Identity (ANI/AAI) con-
cepts. MiGA integrates best practices in sequence
quality trimming and assembly and allows input to
be raw reads or assemblies from isolate genomes,
single-cell sequences, and metagenome-assembled
genomes (MAGs). Further, MiGA can take as input
hundreds of closely related genomes of the same or
closely related species (a so-called ‘Clade Project’) to
assess their gene content diversity and evolutionary
relationships, and calculate important clade prop-
erties such as the pangenome and core gene sets.
Therefore, MiGA is expected to facilitate a range of
genome-based taxonomic and diversity studies, and
quality assessment across environmental and clin-
ical settings. MiGA is available at http://microbial-
genomes.org/.

MiGA CLASSIFICATION OF A QUERY GENOMIC SE-
QUENCE

The small subunit ribosomal RNA gene (16S) has been
successfully used to catalogue and study the diversity of
prokaryotic species and their communities for over thirty
years. However, genome-based methods are needed to bet-
ter resolve microbial communities at the species and !ner
levels, which cannot be ef!ciently assessed by 16S (1), and
to catalogue whole-genome diversity and "uidity. One such
genomic method is the Average Nucleotide Identity or ANI
(2,3). ANI represents the average nucleotide identity of all
orthologous genes shared between any two genomes and of-
fers robust resolution between strains of the same or closely
related species (i.e. showing 80–100% ANI). The ANI mea-
surement does not strictly represent core genome evolution-
ary relatedness, as orthologous genes can vary widely be-
tween pairs of genomes compared. Nevertheless, it closely
re"ects the traditional microbiological concept of DNA-
DNA hybridization (DDH) relatedness for genomically cir-
cumscribing species (2,3), as it takes into account the "uid
nature of the bacterial gene pool and hence, implicitly con-
siders shared function. Accordingly, ANI has been recog-
nized internationally for its potential to replace DDH as the
standard measure of relatedness, as it is easier to estimate
and represents portable and reproducible data (4,5).

The Microbial Genomes Atlas (MiGA) project offers ro-
bust taxonomic classi!cation of a query genome or assem-
bled contig sequences based on ANI or, for more divergent
(deep-branching) sequences, Average Amino Acid Identity
(AAI; (6)) values against a reference genome database. The
reference database could be NCBI’s RefSeq, which encom-
pass 1927 high-quality closed genomes from 1865 species
(as of May 2018; updated bimonthly), or the NCBI Genome
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Novel species <95% AAI
Novel genus <65% AAI 

Novel phylum <45% AAI
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So, it is very easy to incorporate new Taxonomies

Key underlying data is AAI values among Type Genomes*

Novel taxa can be 
identified at species, 

genus & phylum levels

*Or another genome collection. Type Genomes is based on NCBI’s Type Material 
database and includes named isolates & some Candidatus. 

Protologues with key metadata will be highly useful!

:

Query is novel genus Query is member of existing species



• Not yet available as a single large searchable database (this
is coming soon…~20% more MAGs/SAGs than found in
NCBI based on manual hunting)

• Many MAGs/SAGs available as separate databases by
habitat (e.g., TARA Oceans, Oil spills) or project (e.g.,
Chattahoochee River, Bio-Gas microbiome).

• Taxonomy of MAGs/SAGs is (currently) based on AAI
values against Type Genomes. Taxonomy of Type Genomes
is based on NCBI (no corrections applied).

• MAG/SAG quality is check by completeness and
contamination using universal protein HMMs, and
(optionally) by MyTaxa_Scan (Luo et al., NAR 2014).

• Low quality MAGs flagged by not removed.

MAGs and SAGs in MiGA


